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scrutiny in the wind tunnel to optimize its aerodynamics and fuel economy. While a wraparound
windshield from the Task Force trucks was never under consideration, a more widely curved
windshield along with curved windshield glass was added to the cab. For , the trucks underwent
a mid-cycle revision. For , the front fascia underwent a minor revision, with Chevrolet replacing
the recessed grille with a flush-mounted design appearing brighter in color ; [12] GMC
introduced a six-segment grille splitting the â€” grille in half. In response to extended-cab Ford
and Dodge pickups, a C20 four-door pickup with no rear seat is introduced, offering additional
storage space. For , engine displacement decals were removed from the grille; a voltage gauge
replaced the ammeter in the instrument panel. The optional wheelcovers were revised; a flatter
design was introduced for both Chevrolet and GMC with black-painted accents. For , the front
fascia underwent a second revision, with both Chevrolet and GMC receiving larger-segment
grille designs. For , the front fascia underwent a minor facelift. While sharing the same stamping
as before, the vertical bars were painted dark gray; chrome trim incorporated the turn signal
lenses, giving chrome to nearly the entire front fascia. For , the front fascia underwent an
additional update. While GMC trucks carried over the same grille from , Chevrolet trucks
received an all-new grille its first completely new design since The Rounded Line trucks
underwent a mid-cycle redesign for the model year. Largely in response to the energy crisis ,
GM engineers again turned to wind tunnels to further reduce areas that hindered air flow and
caused drag, [24] [25] along with shedding nearly pounds of curb weight from the model line.
While retaining a distinct shoulder line wrapping around the body, the front fenders were
reshaped to include a lowered hoodline relocating the side marker lights ; the windshield wipers
were now exposed. For the first time since , fender badging was revised, with scripted badging
replaced by block lettering a design that would last through The interior underwent its own
revision, receiving updates to the seats, door panels, and dashboard. For , the front fascia
underwent a trim revision, with a chrome bumper and a chrome-trim front grille becoming
standard equipment. For , the front fascia underwent a minor revision. Along with dropping the
two-headlight configuration, Chevrolet and GMC received revised grilles including the turn
signals behind them [2]. For , the two-headlamp configuration returned for base-trim vehicles
relocating the turn signals from the grille to the headlamp surround [28]. While retaining the
same fenders and hood from to , the grille was redesigned for a nearly flush appearance, with
much of the trim painted black. For both Chevrolet and GMC, two versions were designed; a
twin headlight version was offered for base trims and a quad headlight version for all upgraded
trims and non-fleet Blazers and Suburbans. GM had sent the tooling for the two-door cab
production to Mexico where it was produced for local markets through After an year production
run, marked the final year for the "Rounded Line" truck series. On all pickup trucks, the model
line was fitted with front self-adjusting disc brakes and rear finned drum brakes. Power-assisted
brakes were optional, with either four-wheel hydraulic Hydra-Boost or Vacuum-Boost power
assist. C-Series pickups included two-wheel drive and featured an independent front
suspension IFS system with contoured lower control "A" arms and coil springs. Rear
suspension marketed as Load Control by GM was dual-stage multi-leaf springs supporting a
live rear axle , replacing the coil-spring configuration of the previous two generations. To
further stabilize the rear axle under loads or acceleration, [9] the rear shock absorbers were
placed asymmetrically from one another on each side of the rear axle. The wheelbase length
was extended to For 1-ton pickups, a dual rear-wheel option called "Big Dooley" was
introduced, alongside a four-door crew-cab; the latter used a Factors such as engine and
transmission combination, differential gear ratio , curb weight , and whether the pickup was
two-wheel drive or four-wheel drive decided how much the pickup could safely tow or haul.
Heavy-duty towing equipment was available for both C and K-Series pickups, such as the
Trailering Special package included power steering, uprated battery , and uprated generator ,

7-pin trailer electrics connector, heavy-duty engine oil cooler, heavy-duty transmission oil
cooler, and a weight distributing trailer hitch. At its launch, the Rounded-Line pickup trucks
were offered with five different engines. A cubic-inch inline-six was standard, with the option of
a cubic-inch inline-6, a cubic-inch V8, a cubic-inch V8, and a cubic-inch V8. During the s, the
model range underwent several revisions to its powertrain line. As part of the model revision,
the V8 became available on K-series trucks for the first time, replacing the V8 entirely. For , the
Oldsmobile diesel was replaced by a cubic-inch 6. To further improve fuel economy, an
automatic overdrive transmission was made available: the four-speed Turbo Hydra-Matic R4.
Mark IV. Throughout their production, K-Series later V-series pickup trucks included multiple
four-wheel drive systems. Regardless of the type of four-wheel drive system equipped, all
K-Series pickups featured four-corner Vari-Rate multi-leaf springs, front live axle with
symmetrical inline shock absorber geometry, and the Load Control rear suspension system.
K-Series pickups also featured an off-road oriented design, with the transfer case bolted directly
to the transmission and running gear tucked up as high as possible under the vehicle to reduce
the chances of snagging vital components on obstacles, as well as to achieve a low silhouette
and optimal ground clearance. Offered as standard equipment for K-series trucks with inline-6
engines, [52] the conventional four-wheel drive system was equipped with a two-speed New
Process transfer case with four drive modes: Two High , Four High , Neutral , and Four Low.
Two High gave a torque split, while Four High yielded a locked torque split. Four Low applied
reduction gearing. The front and rear propeller shafts were locked at all times in Four High and
Four Low. Neutral allowed for flat towing, or use of the power take off PTO. A new
Shift-on-the-move four-wheel drive system with two-speed dual range New Process aluminium
transfer case was introduced on K-Series pickups for the model year. It replaced the permanent
four-wheel drive system, on pre models. Two High gave a torque split, with Four High yielding a
locked torque split through direct synchronized gearing. Four Low applied reduction gearing
with a 2. Neutral was provided for disengagement of both propeller shafts. Conventional
four-wheel drive was still available with manual locking hubs. Full-time four-wheel drive pickups
featured a two-speed New Process transfer case with center differential and lock. In High the
center differential was unlocked and allowed the front and rear propeller shafts to slip as
needed for full-time operation. The system could be manually shifted into High Loc which
locked the center differential for a locked torque split. Low and Low Loc applied reduction
gearing with or without lock, depending on the mode selected. Neutral was also available for
use of the PTO. The new automatic locking differential was offered under the G86 code,
replacing the Eaton NoSpin differential, and eventually replacing the old Positraction
limited-slip differential in , at which point it assumed the G80 code. For , a K30 four-wheel drive,
full one-ton chassis was added to the lineup, and a Dana 60 was used for the front axle. For the
model year, full-time four-wheel drive was discontinued on K-Series, leaving only conventional
four-wheel drive. Alongside the two-door regular cab, a four-door crew cab made its debut. Soft
touch materials were used throughout the passenger cabin, such as the dashboard , doors arm
rests , steering wheel, and shift levers. Subtle grained interior panels and bright metal work was
used on the inside with high-quality materials also used on the outside, like chrome , aluminum,
and polished stainless steel, particularly on top-of-the-line luxury Silverado or Sierra Classic
trim levels. Custom Vinyl vinyl or soft Custom Cloth cloth and velour seating surfaces were
used along with fabric headliners, door inserts, and plush carpeting, depending on the trim
level. Upper class trim levels also used acoustic deadening materials for quieter ride comfort.
The wood grain inserts were replaced by bright brushed aluminum inserts for model years to
The four-door crew cab was offered in two configurations. While the Chevrolet Cheyenne and
GMC Sierra names were carried over from the previous generation, this generation marked the
introduction of the Chevrolet Silverado and Chevrolet Scottsdale trims. The Custom was a basic
vehicle with minimal exterior and interior trim, with the Custom Deluxe upgrading by adding
color-keyed upholstery and interior trim and additional chrome trim. The Scottsdale was slotted
above the Custom Deluxe which replaced the Custom as the base trim and the Silverado
replaced the Cheyenne Super as the flagship trim. For , Chevrolet discontinued the Cheyenne
trim line, largely consolidating it with the Silverado. During the s and early s, Chevrolet
marketed the Bonanza appearance package coupled with the Scottsdale and later Silverado
trim, adding upgrades such as interior carpeting. For , the General Motors medium-duty truck
range Class underwent a redesign. With the exception of the steering column and gear shifter,
the model lines shared much of their interior. For , diesel engines made their return with the
introduction of the Detroit Diesel 8. For the first time, two-wheel drive was offered as standard
equipment most examples were K-series four-wheel drive vehicles. The popularity of the larger
size led to the introduction of the Dodge Ramcharger and Plymouth Trail Duster and the
redesign of the Ford Bronco ; the model line also competed against the Jeep Cherokee and the

International Scout II. For , the configuration of the body was updated, changing from a fully
open convertible to a half-cab design; while the rear top remained removable, rollover
protection improved for front-seat passengers. In a major change, the removable hardtop
design was discontinued effectively making the model line a short-wheelbase version of the
Suburban. For , General Motors introduced the seventh generation of the Suburban using the
Rounded Line truck chassis. Marketed at the time as a truck-based station wagon, [66] the
Suburban was marketed by both Chevrolet and GMC under the same nameplate. Far larger than
the Jeep Wagoneer by nearly 3 feet , the Chevrolet Suburban competed largely against its GMC
namesake following the discontinuation of the International Travelall. The model line was the
first full-size pickup produced with a passenger-side sideview mirror as standard equipment.
While in use in GM cars since , the Rounded-Line pickups were the first full-size trucks
produced with an energy-absorbing collapsible steering column. For , outboard seats received
3-point lap-and shoulder safety belts with emergency locking retractors ; [69] a center lap safety
belt was used, with slack adjustment. For , Ford and Dodge would follow suit, adding the same
seat belt design to their full-size trucks. Other safety features included soft-padded interior
panels for appearance and safety, 3, square inches of tempered and laminated safety glass,
prismatic rearview mirror, six turn-signal indicator lamps with asymmetrical flash, four-way
hazard function, and lane departure function. During the development of the Rounded-Line
generation of pickup trucks in the late s, the fuel tank was relocated from inside the cab to the
outboard side of the right frame rail if an auxiliary fuel tank was specified, both frame rails. In
what would become a controversy of its own, the program did not disclose that the accident
was staged to optimize an explosion. Following subsequent investigation, the speed of the
collision was found to be higher approximately 40 MPH. After finding the charred wreckage of
the tested GM pickups, GM investigators Failure Analysis Associates FaAA, now Exponent
examined the fuel tanks of the vehicles; after X-ray examination, it was discovered that none of
them had ruptured after collision. Regardless of any increased risk of fire, the GM trucks had
safety records in side-impact crashes statistically indistinguishable from their Ford and Dodge
counterparts. The sidesaddle fuel tanks themselves were found to have a robust design highly
resistant to crushing or crumpling from a side impact. Studies showed that it would take about
4, side-impact crashes with such a truck to get one with fire, major injury, or fatality.
Transportation Secretary Federico F. Pena announced that a two-year investigation had found
that the trucks posed a fire hazard; federal officials estimated that persons may have died in
preventable fiery crashes. The gas tanks leaked in at least two crash tests performed by GM
around the time the trucks were first sold in As most recalls are issued by the manufacturer,
government-issued recalls are fairly rare only 8 had been issued at the time of the investigation
[76]. In the s, GM had blocked an effort in court for a recall over a suspected brake problem of
the model line. GM also settled with the U. In the bad publicity generated by the Dateline story
spawned several class action lawsuits. In addition GM was sued more than times in lawsuits
brought by individuals who were burned in GM trucks. Fatality figures vary wildly. Sevel
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